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ER TOPOL

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

ON THE

The generality of the topology developed by

Hammer topological system together with the simplicity

of the defining system allow the system to be adapted
to a wide variety of mathematical situations. In order
that the greatest benefit be derived from such adap-
tations of a system to studies of algebra, geometry,
logic, analysis etc., it is essential that the funds,-
mental properties of the structure of the system itself
be thoroughly developed. It is the purpose of this
paper to extend the development of these properties.
This extension will be made by dealing directly with the
defining functions of a Hammer system and by developing

the system by means of other standard tools of topology.
The definition of a Hammer topological system is

given in the second chapter together with several of the
basic properties of the system and its defining functions.
The notion of a relative Hammer system on a subspace o
the universe of definition is discussed4 The chapter is
concluded with a presentation of the concept of equi-
valence of Hamm systems at the various function love



conditions are given for

so subset of the
f limit points in each

functions of ha

that each
universe has identical sets 0
system. In addition the clos
associated systems are identical

n the fourth chapter several basic relations
a Hammer topological system to the topologies of Fr6che

and Kuratowiki are presented. Necessary and sufficient

topological system to
be a Frichet (V) topology. The Procedure for s
a subspace of the universe of certain Hammer systems so
that the relative topology is a Frich (V) topology is
shown.

The problem of he distribution of a Hamm
closure function over the union of an arbitrary finite
collection of subsets is approached from many sides.
For Hammer systems conditions upon the defining functio
are listed which when satisfied, assure that the closure
function will so distribute. In Hammer systems where the

closure function fails to distribute over the union of
finite collection of subsets a new Hammer system

A development of a neighborhood system folio
chapter three. In terms of these neighborhoods limi and

closure functions are defined. The principal results ob..
tamed in this Section show that from a given Hammer

topological system an associated neighborhood system can

be defined, and vice versa,



3

developed whose closure function doss have the distribu*
tive property. This new closure function is an enlarge*
ment of the given closure function in that a

closed in reference to it only if the set is clo
the original function.

In the final chapter Hammer topologies are de-
fined from classes of closed sets. The conditions for
a class of subsets to be a base for the closed sets or

to be the entire class of closed sets of a Hammer

topology are given. The problem of defining a complete
Hemmer system by classes of subsets of a universe is
then discussed.

Terms and Note

In order to clarify the use of notation in thi
paper the following summary is given. The point set
which contains all other' sets used in a particular d
cussion is celled a universe and is designated by

If X is (is not) a subset of Y we write
X c:Y (xV Y), and if p is not) an element of a
subset X we write psX (PiX) A set consisting of
single element p is designat
of a set X C M is designated as
empty set is designated b

(p). The complement

-1( or as X. The

a



notation Y = p: conditions a, b, e
means that Y is the set of all elements p which
satisfy the conditions a, b, etc., which ar
thereafter.

A given set of ordinal numbers which serves
an index set is designated by A If with each ord n
fleA a subset X is associated then

LJ (AK tleA), and

n[cu: ligA) represent the

union and intersection, respectively, of h s class of
subsets

If C and L are classes of subsets of M, then
a single valued function j whose domain consists of the
subsets of M in C and whose range consists of the
subsets of M in L is called a set valued set function
from C to L, We write j: C to L, and we desig-
nate the range value of each XeC by jX. In the event
that no class of subsets is designated it is usual
understood that
universe M.

defined over all



CHAPT

THE HAMMER TOPOLOGICAL S

Definitions of the Hammer System

A set valued set function f: C to
C and L are classes of subsets on a universe

is called the $
valued set function
function f can be defined by letting Ci be the ole

points of
C to L and associated lim

f X = fX.- X for each subset XeCl.

A set valued set function g is called on inc u

sion preserving enlargement (i.p.e.) function on M
and only if for each subset X CM, gX:D X, and if
Xt= Yc M, then gX C 4Y. For each limit function
there is an associated Lp.e. function g defined by

gX =XUU YeC, Y c XI,

called a limit function from C to L f and only if
for each subset XeC, fX (1 X

each subset X c M the sat
8 and

U if" Y c X YeCj

of all subsets XeC where and lettingfX.- X yi



functions g

each iip.e. function.

the minimal ordinal of the

shown by ollowing theorem.

Theo, em 2:

and if

Two important proper

having defined for each ordinal g

The resulting function in each case is again an
function.

A set valued set function h is a Ha
ion (or merely a closure function) on a

ion on

ach subse

M there
g(g1X)

such that g(g4X) g4X is called the g c
of X.

which

X C M

a su

unction gn is called the
of g. For each set X(:: M

function on

ass of all ordinals

es of i.p.e. functic

is a family of ubs of M

then

eA n

X

Or

for each subse X c: M. By transfinit

so that

if and only if it is an i.p.e.
idempotent, i.e.. h(hX) hX

For a given i.p.e. function g on

ficiently large ordinal

each subset XC:M. Such a

ssociated closure function



and

fx

Proof: Since for ach ordinal

( ) follows.

Likewise

Thus

AeA so that property ) follows.
A Hammer topology is a pair h

ction defined on the subsets of a universec os

A Hammer topological system (or merely a Hammer system)

is the quadruple (M.h.g where f is a limit function
on a class C of subsets of the universe
associated i pee function of f and h is the associ
ated closure function of g. When a system is defined
rom an i.p e. function g rather than a limit function

we write (M,h.g). Such a partial system can be com-

pleted by using the associated limit function of

the

For a given set valued set function defined



on a cla
XCM

Thus for an 1.Pfunction
closed if and onl
the identity i.p.e. function we say that XCM is
g-closed'if and only if its g -closing order is zero.

A set XC M is j -open if and only if its com
plement, MX, J-c osed It is evident that the

f.open (g. h -open) in a Hammer tope..

logical system since Ni is f -closed (gp h-ciosed).
Although the dual situation of the universe being open
and the empty set being closed is true in many topo-
logical systems it is not necessarily true in this case.

The following theorem the proof of which is
apparent, enables us to designate all f
closed sets of a Hammer topological system merely as

closed sets.

Theorem 212

system Then th

of subsets of a un
osed if and only if

x fjYt Y C X. Yet)

identical to the class of g -closed
A useful criterion for deter.

closed or not is the following,

X C

gx C X. Since g° designate"

et
8

h, go f) be a Hammer topologici

class of f -closed subsets of M
(h-closed) subsets.
ining whether a set

empty s t e



Theorem 2:3 h, g, f
system'. Then a subset X C'..M

Proof: If X is closed,
such an intersection,

x* fl [y: Y r.)X,

then

fragments

hen X is surely

gX ( rify: YDX,

f) EgY: Y-7.) X, Y

n [Its YDX,Y

Thus X isg-closed and therefore i closed.

An effective tool in working with the 1
imp.e. functions of a Hammer topological system is that

of the fragmentations of these functions.

U I , then the subclassis a limit function and f
C is defined to be all subsets YeC such that pal'

A f ent function (O-fragment) is defined on each

= (p). We call the collection of all such

gmentation of f. The limit function
can be expressed as the union of its fragments by

f: C to L



For a given f
peM such that pc(gX-, for

is defined to'be the class of all subset

Y D as

g Y = Y

called

Y

YCM such
that pc(gY Y) The fragment gp is defined for each

f X 6 i

The collection

U Y. and for

ntation of g Analogou

the limit function fragmentation, if we

be the identity function for all
ment as defined above exists, then the i.p.e+
g can be expressed as the

Each p-fragmentof a limit
function from C to p) since

and f X 111 fp) for each XeC. As a
P

has an associated p.e. function

pcM for

x u t F;lit YC:X, YeC ).

which no frag-

union o its fragments

unction is a limit
fxnx nx

unction



f psgpX X, then pegX X. Hence p gpX

the p-fragment of the associated i.p.e function o
Conversely, if pegpX, then pegX X. Then there

least one subset YCM where YgC

psfY. But then pcfpYi and therefore

that th. associated p... function g* of the limit

function fragment fp is identical to the fragment gp

of the associated i.p.e. function g of f. This fact
enables us to write gp for either function thout

biguity.
We note that g is a

X for each subs*

t is entirely possible that two differen
systems defined on a universe M may yield the
topology, i.e., sets are closed in one system i
if they are closed in the other system.
g is an i.p.e. function on U and X

order of some set XCM
where 1 S

nt Hamm

osure function

XCht.

Hammer

then for each ordinal
the i pee. functions 911 are disti

But the closure function in each case is the same, and
consequently the classes of closed sets are identical



in each case.
In the same manner distinct limi

yield the same i.p.e. function. This is the case for
not the

In

such a case the associated limit function of the associ-
ated i.p.e function of f is distinct from f, but i
certainly has the same associated i.p.e. funct

Definition:

h -equivalent if and only ifhX hX

X C"..1.1 where h and h are the closure

gi and g respectively.

f C to L and f C
s s

are classes of subsets of a unive
a

any limit function
class of all subsets

set X C M 91X g2X (h X

gs and h)
functions of f and

1

Theorem 2:4

and f
*

of subsets of

i.p.e. functions 91

12

of M which are not closed

and 92are

he assoc

h X) or
*

respect iv V.

and C

and

i.p.e.(closure)

functions, C to

cla

1 nt i and on

equivalent (h equivalent) if and only if for each sub-



each element p

of the p-fragment o

subset Y
P'

p-fragment

Then g X = gsX for each XC:liA. If peM and yieell,

then pefYi. f no Y exists such that Y OC and
P

Y c Y
a

X C

Then

This

PiM such that

Pa (92X g X)

where CS is the domain of

then since P iY

the domain

existence of

equiv 1

where

implies th

such that Y CV f and vic2

g Y 0 Thus
2

hews that the conditions are necessary.

To show sufficiency of the conditions, suppo

that X is a subset of M such that g X

and X c:g X there is at 1

p X and

means paf Y for some Y
a

There *xi

Y mC This means pig X, howp

i)e( 41X., 911X) or

We may suppose that pi ( X*. X)

pe ff Y: Yee
2 2

subset

C:Xj. But this

Y C: X. Hence Y mC
2 2 2

such that Y c: V and

Proof: Suppose that nd



contradiction.

Theorem 2: A necessary and sufficient condition for
two i.p.e. functions gi and g to be h -equivalent on

is that for th subs
and 4 such that

be a subset of M. Then

wher

some ordin

and

93.X C

hXCh X

h XCh X =
* 1,

and A are the

This means that gX C g 11 X

Now suppose that the conditions a

XCM there existordina1s

spec v0 g'closing orders.

a

X C

and g. Then for a subset XC M. 91X c 9

Proceding by transfinite indut

u filled by

X c:

and

Proof Suppose 9 nd

that X Cg2 2X or hXChX. By symmetry we
1



obtain h XC:h X also.

Theorem 2:6 A necessary and suff
wo limit functions f C to

1 1

to be h equival nt is that for

each pegtX

inh X.

Proof:

for

set YeC*

X ther. exists a YtC1 which is contained

which is contained in h 2X0 and for

and f are h-equiva

peg X X implies pehiX X

YeC* Y C:h X must exist.

Co the other hand, if the condition is
and fs, then pegiX X means that e

exists such that YeC2 VC:h X*p. 2

Peg2 X X, peh X. Thus the closure functions

identical as is shown by application of th
It is interesting to note that if i Poe. func,..

then the union function g defined by gX

valent to each function gi and g2. This is not

generally true, however, of thei.p.e.

15

tions g and g h-equivalent on a universe

for each XCM is an i.p.e function which



defined by

A Hammer SystemRela

f M is a subset of M, then the question
the existence of a Ha er system on this subset which is
associated in some manner with the original system.
the first place if (M,h) were a Hammer to

if the closure of a subset X C M

h -closure in M intersected with M, then it would
hoped that a Hammer topology would result on the subspace.

That this is the case is shown by the following.

RsfAnitAgat

is a subset o
h on M*

11 9 X for

(M,h) is

for each subset X CM*.

a Hammer topology and i

Hammer topology of which

if it is the intersection

then the h-relat
defined as

Theorem 2:7 If (M ,h)

M* c:M4 then (M*, h

subset is closed if and on
of M* and a closed subset of

iv* to a Subspace

es a

Hammer topology d MC

osure function

Hammer topological system and

ho that



on Me, i.e. it is an idempotent
X CM*, then

XCYCM then

urthermore

h (h X)r

But, by theor

h(hX n kpo. n 14*

Thus is a

XCM

On the other ha

hr(Y 11 hi*)

YCM is hc

17

closure function

h(Y AM* C hY 11 1444* A M* CYAM

Thus Y n M* j h -closed.
The question does not resolve itself so

the p.e. function level. Let the g-relative



though it is

be defined for each subset X C: Mc as

gX n MC. Then certain difficult

Mc, it need not be true that its associatd cloa
tion is hr This would mean that some subset XC:

would be gr losed but not hr -closed*

If to avoid this difficulty, we were
that gX g x fl MC for each subset X C M* and

each ordinal then we would obtain

h X =gXXflM*

4X

contain cx for < X so

grg U tgl,tx < n it*

X is the clo

ight not props

hat the condition

ht not hold.

means of course, that this restriction might fail to
yield an i.p.e, function.

We shall now consider some cond tio

sufficient for the g -relative function to Yi
function identical to hr.

Definition: If 9 is an i.p e. function on
Mc is a subset of M. then g is defined

X CM* and for each ordinal tj by

ing order

which are

d a closure

ely.of X. But unfortuna



Theorem 2/§

tern and let

Proo

each ordinal

is a Hammer system if

for each X C ist* and each ordinal

Theor

is a Hammer system.

be a Hammer topological s

be a subset of U. Then (10 hr. 9r)

where A is the g-closing order of X. We mentioned

previously that gr is an i.p.e. function on

shall now verify this. If X C M* then

(M,h,g) is
and if hi* is a closed subset

X for each X C 1%* and for

Hammer topolo

of hit then

grX

If XCYC14*, hen



Thus g;IX

2:8 applies.
A somewhat more stringent requirement is needed

in order that a Hammer system results if Mc is an open

subset of M.

Theorem 2:10 Let (M,h,g) be a Hammer topological

system and let MC be an open subset of M If for
each OM* for which a subset Y exist

and

Proof: Suppose that (M* hrogr) is not

i.e., gr fails to yield a closure function

Then for $ e X C

such that

there exists

and

and some minima

X for each ordinal g

Y 11 m* Y and Y fl m* eY OC P.

a subset Y such tha

Y C:Y then



a subset Y eC exists which is conIp
n ) If Y is contained

o 1

n hi which cant ad c
open hence is closed,

ntirely in MC, then

Thus psgr

This contradiction means that Yfl M Y and

such

This implies tha

fl MC (9 Thus there exists a subseyi
that YeC eC and Y C Thus

a P s

Y4 U [44X: < no), and therefore pegr° X.

21

Since girl X C grtn X for each ordinal ri and for each

subset X. there is at least one element such that

PC( grox) U fgPot 01"

tamed in U fg

ely in MC, then

the assumption that
If Y is contained



THE NEIGHBORHOOD SYSTEM

BY employing a more familiar basi

namely that of a neighborhood system, topo

tam can be defined which is similar many ways

gical eye

given Hammer system. If M is a universe and if with
each element peM there is associated a colle
subsets of M called neighborhoods such that

each of its own neighborhoods then we have a neighbor.

hood system N-system) for M. The neighborhood

system for any element peM may be void.

For each subset X C:M let X' be the set 0

all elements peM such that each neighborhood of p has

a non-empty intersection with the set X^. fp) The set

X' is called the derived set of X, and if X' we

say that p is a limit element of X

The following theorems exemplify some of the more

common properties of an N system.

Theor 3:1 If X and Y are subsets of M such that

X C Y, then X' C Ye.

Proof: If PaX' then each neighborhood of p inter
sects X fp). Hence they each intersect Y' pJ, so



that CO.

Tbapr An el

system if and only i

Proof a An element and only if every
bcmhood of p and the empty set have a non-void inter
section. This is the case if and only if p ha

neighborhoods.

limit Points,
closed set.
then the int

has a void neighborhood

Corollapy_21.2 If p has a void neighborhood s s

paX1 for each subset X(.7. m.

If X', then each neighbrohood of P

non-void intersection with X fPl. But this
that each neighborhood has a non.-void intersection

borhood system if and only if it contains all of

no

23

X' C X. Th s means that

ore, if H is a class of closed sets

For if p is an element of the derived set of the inter
section, then each neighborhood of p inters* each

x-fP1) fp) st x-.
following theorem.

This result is stated in the

closed in rA set XCM

again a closed *8ectiOn of that class



t elements different from p. Thus p is
element of the derived set of each member of H.

section which means th

f p has no

each member of

The clos

From the above discussion it is noted that X

closed set, hence (X) 7 for each XC: M

Some of the more basic relations between the
Hammer systems and the N -systems are shown in the follow

ing theorems.

Thsstrm.la is a universe on which an N -system

is defined then anassociated Hammer system (Mth g.f)

exists such that for each subset XC:M,

the intersection is closed.
neighborhood, then p is an

by corollary 3112.)

of a subset X C:M

want of

Proof: Let C be the class of all subsets Yr.: M

such that Y' Y 61. Then for each YeC

Y" Y.

Y C X, YeCi

These members are closed, however, so that an

element of each member itself. Hence P is in the inter.
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first observe that f is truly a liit func-
tion ho gh C may have no elements) Secondly,

fft: Y C X, YeC)

For if peXt then pe(X- f p} P This means

(X- fp))' (X- fp)) is non-empty. Thu* X- {p} eC,

and pef(X- (P)). Hence pis U ffY: Y c X, YeC)

On the other hand, if Pis U ifV VC VeCi

then for some YC X, pefY. Thus peY Y. Since

Y'C X', peX

To show that R. hX we shall show that X

is closed by the N-system if and only if it is closed
by h Now X* C X if and only if

ifY: Y C X, YeCi C X. Thus X X if and only

Theorem If (M,h,g,f) is a Hammer system hen

there is an associated N-system on M such that for
each subset X c M

(i) X' fY: Y C X, YeCj

and

Proott Let S be a neighborhood of f and only

peM- U Urfa Y C M- S, YeCI



shall show that the resulting system sat
ditions (i) and (ii).

If peX and if p has no neighborhoods

one neighborhood. Then for each of
S 11 x [pl. Thus X is not a n
since (M-- X) fl X = 8. Since M... X

hood,

Thus

and

But th

p -Ut

pe ifY: Y C X, YeCj.

tans that

least one neighborhood S such that S fl(x
Thus

M [fY: Y C MA. S, YsCj for any

pe UffY: Y C M, YeC). But this means pef8. Hence

U [Pt: Y C X, YeCj. Suppose that p has at least

YC (

we assume that p X', then p must have at

Y C

Y C

P U if( t Y C (X

P U tf Y: YCX



follows fro
vious theor

We have noted tha

60 is the set of a
neighborhoods. It is now apparent that if
limit function of the associated Hammer
8' # 8, then f 8 = 8'



CHAPTER IV

RELATIONS TO OTHER TOPO

The Hammer topological system provides topologies

which are more general than many standard examples such

as the topology of Kuratowski or Frichet. The possible
failure of the empty set to be closed distinguishes the
Hammer system from even the more primitive topologies.

This property and the possible failure of the closure
function to distribute over the union of a finite collec-
tions of subsets may prevent a Hammer system from being

a Kur towski topology. In thi chapter we shall con-
sidr conditions upon a Hammer system which restrict it
to being one of these topologies. Also, from given

Hammer systems we shall consider various subsystems

which, in themselves, will be a more specialized
topology=

The Frichet V) Topology

One of the more neral topologies is the Fràch.t
(V) topology or, as it is often called the Fróchet (V)
space. It is defined as follow*

28

Definition: A Friche (V) topo ogy a pair M,



and

If M is a universe or which an N system
o that each elemerlt has at least one

M.') is a Frchet V) topology.

have been shown to

= e follows di

is a Hammer topological

) is a Frichet (V)

Theorem 4:

is defined
neighborhood, then

Proof: Properties (i) and (ii)
be true for all N -systems. That

rectly from theorem 3:2.

(M,h,g,

system where C, then

where M is a universe and (*) a function which

uniquely associates with each sub XCM a subset
X* CM uch that

if PeX*, then pa(X fp1)*

if X C:Y CM, then X* (= Ye

and

topology where ( ) is defined by theorem 5.
If (M,') is a Prichet (V) topology defined

an N -system, then it is already known that the closure
function ( -) has the properties

X C:X

if X C Y, then X C V



In addition1 since

Theorem 41;

M* =M he.

topology.

Proof: By the

M.

We have seen that if he system
gives rise to a Frechet (V) space. In case he pi 00

then the Hammer system can be restricted to a maximal
subspace wherein the relative topology is a Frichet (V
closure topology. This is shown by the following
theorem.

We call any closure operator ( ) which satisfies
pert es i, ii, iii and iv a Frithet (V) closure
pair (M. ) is * Freche (V) closure topology if I

a universe and 'het (V) closure for

condition (iv)

(Mth) is a Hammer topology, and if
hen (M*.hr) is a Erchet (V) closure

This means that conditions
fied by the closure function hr. Since

st he rim* = he n (M he) is 9,

also.



$ evident that MC is maxima

M* MM he and only if M C:M he

If (M,h,g,f) is a Hammer system whe

then the

Fr46het (V) space

2:10 the conditio

Theorem 413

Def

associat
that

verse and

ith each subs.

cas

then mot

(M,..) where

s r ction o M* = M he will yield
being defined b

be a Hammer topological

system, and lot MM hO. If for each

where Y fl m* 1 9 and Y n-M* i 9 tbsr
subset XsC such that ):C:Y and X CM*

a Frechet (V) topology where ( ) is defined by theorem

A Kuretowski topology is pair
is a function which uniquely

XCM. subset Rc:

X C X

XUYal U

I.) )1)

v = 8

3:5, if (M ) is a Hammer topology. prom theorem

this to be thgiven for



where

X

h(X U U hY,

but the indicated inclusion in the other directie
not be correct. From this we observe that if for e
subset X CM and each finite collection of subsets

X Xr of M such that

Theorem 4:4 The closure function of a Hammer topolog-

ical system (M,h,g,f) distributes over the union o
finite collections of subsets of M if and only if
each finite collection of subsets X X

U fxi

s true that
then condition

32

A function ( -) is called a Kur owski closure perator

if and only if it satisfies thes four conditions for all
subsets of a given universe.

have seen that any He topology in which the

empty set is closed has a closur unction which satis
flea conditions I, iii and iv. It is condition
then, that is of primary interest in this discussion.
From theorem 2:1 we observe that for any two subset X

and Y of

x cijf tlx 1 2,

hX C:u ihxi * 1. 2,
is valid.



and each element pa(hXX

subset YcC and one ordinal

for some it l. I< n.

pofs Suppose that
Then if

X X X *e* Xn are subsets of /4 such
i

finite collections of subset of M.

then

If pe(hX X), then pe(hX Xi

means that there exists an ordinal n such th,

pcgilXi and p gilXi for p. < r Thus there exists

a subset

some ordinal

hX C U [tai

U bus

U t

Y C: gilXi and YcC
Pi

On the other hand, if pc X,

YeC exists such that Y c: gnxi

then OchXi. Thus

1 2. n). This

distributes over the union of

e exists

1) such that panf. Thus

and a subset
some i and for

ns that he

closure function distributes over the uninn of a f
collection of subsets.

The following theorem shows that under more severe

restrictions distribution of the closure function over



the union of an arbitrary collection of subs,
assured. The proof is given in (6, p. 229)

Theorem 4:5 if the class of sets c of a limit func-

tion f C to L of a Hammer system M h

sists of members which have precisely one

If the closure function of a
system (Nish g,f) fails to distribute over the union
of a finite collection of subsets, then it is possible
to define a new system whose closure function h* does

have this property. Furthermore, h* can be defined so

thataset XCM is h* closed only if it ish-closed.
Indeed, h*X = M for each )(CM is such a function,
but it could not be expected that the resulting system
would closely resemble the original system.

In the following theorem the new closure function

is defined so that a subset X C M which is h..closed

h* -closed if and only if the union of it with any other
h -closed set is h-closed. Thus h* enlarges each sub-

set to the smallest h -closed set containing it which sa-
tisfies this last condition.

For example, finite

the closure function is universally d

point, then
butive over



2, k; and =

where 1 < n k3. Also let fik 2, k.
class of h closed sets includes al

The set [k-1} is also hc1osed,
that any set Xi U [k 1)

ure includes the set [k). The goal o

lowing theorem is to show that a new closure function

h* can be defined which enlarges these sets so that the

h*X U h5 [k1)

then it is evident that thi
function defined in the following theorem does precisely

this.

h*X at Xi U (k) and

or each subset X C

the case. The closure



whose closure funs h* distributes ove

of any finite collection of subsets of

X C h*-closed only if XtF, and

X UY is h-closed for each subset Yei7

is921 The function g an enlargement

since X C 11X cg*X for each subset X C

is inclusion preserving follows from the fac

X C 20 then

11X U (h(X U hY) C hZ U (h(Z U Y)

for each subset YC M. Thus g*X C g*Z.

Letting h* be the closure function

at observe that if h*X X* then

hX C g*X C h*X c X. Thus the class

is a subclass of the class of h -closed sets.

The distributive property of h will be shown

only for the union of any arbitrary pair of ts of

M The extension to the union of any finite action

of subsets of M will then be evident.

be subsets of M. Then

g*(X U Z) h(X U Z) U U ih((X U 2) U Y)

If psh(X U z), then either pshX U hZ or

pah(X U Z) (ta LI hZ). But pshX U hz means that

psg*X U g*Z# and ps[h(X LI Z) (1X LI hZ)) means

P [h(X U 2) hZ) C: g*X C: *X LI g*Z.

X and Z



pitiht(X U Z) U Y) WI for some Y C M. then

W leg h(X U Z U Y) h(Z U Y)

P W. then since psh(X U Z U Y)

ens that

psh(l U Y) hY C g Z,

We have shown, then that if pc9*(X U Z)

pagsX U g*Z. Since (g*X LI g*Z) C: 9*(X U z)

i.p e. function, we have

g*X U g Z g*(X U Z)

Proceeding by transfinite induction, suppose that

for n arbitrary ordinal q,

(X U Z)s

A <

u g* zi g

Z.

If peW pcg*X,

pith(Z U Y)

This means that h*(X U 2) h*X U h*Z.

(X U Z)

for all Then

:xuz)=g*U

g* U [x u Zs

goit U1g

gsf( U ig* I) Ug (g Z: L< 1)



(m,)) is a Hammer topology

X F and (X liY)sF for each Y F, then

dently g*X = X. On the other hand, suppose that

h(X UPY) is not X LI Y. Let pch(X U Y)

Then ps(h(X U Y) hY). Thus ps(g*X", X)

not h*-closed. The proof of the theorem is

he 0, then the topology (M,h*),

enlarged distributive closure function, is
topology



CHAPTER V

CHARACTERIZATION BY CLASSES OF SUBSETS

a Hammer topology is given whose class of
closed sets is F then it has been observed that F

system in terms of them. Having been given a

sets which are closed under intersections and
tam n the universe for example, is a Hammer

uniquely defined which has this class of sets as its
closed

such qu

Theorem 5:1

the class of
section of an
member of F

If 6

This chapter is devoted to answering just

M.h) is a Hamm

closed subsets o
arbitrary non void

and the universe M

opology and

then the inter-

class of all open subsets of M

is closed under arbitrary intersections and does con-
tam n the universe as a member. In a similar manner the

class G of all sets Y(= M such that Y for

some X C: M entertains certain characteristic prop-
erties, e.g., all closed sets are members of G. With

these observations in mind, we wonder whether or not

e could begin with arbitrary classes of sets with CeT

n properties and define a topology or topological
class of
which con

topology

ubclass of F a

is a member of F.



De Morgan's rules,

ngAi

M such that M is a

But this implies that XcH.

directly. Thus XsF.

To show that (M ,h) th

Theorem 2 If H is a class of subsets of
ember of H and th

of an arbitrary subclass of H is a member o

H is the class of closed sets of the unique topology
M,h) whose closure function is defined by

hX r) YcH X CY]

Proofs The function h is a closure function s
c:hX, X C:Y implies hX C:hY, and h(hX) C:

directly from the definition. To show that the c

of closed sets of (M,h) is the class
X be a member of F. Then

YcH X CY)

only Hammer topo o

then the union of an arbitrary subclass of G is
of G and the empty set is a member of

The first statement of the theorem was discussed
in chapter three The last statement follows directly
rom the definition of an open set and the applica

lJtx s qgAl



Theorem 5:3 If G is a class of subsets of a univer
such that the empty set is a member of G and the

union of any arbitrary subclass of G is a member of Gip

then G he class of open sets of the unique tePe

(M.h) whose closure function is defined by

h)( tY: YeG, 'IC (140. X))

DefinitioU A subclass K of the closed subse
Hammer topology is called an h-base for the ole

closed sets if and only if each closed subset i
ible as the intersection of some members of

Theorem 4 Let M be a universe. Then an a

class K of subsets of which contains

ber is an h -base for the closed sets of a Hammer topology
which is uniquely determined b

41

for which H is the class of closed sets let us sup
that (M,h*) is any such topology. For each subset

X C M, X C h*X and h*XcH. Thus hX C h*X. Also,

h*X C h*(hX) hX. Thus h*X hX.

This theorem gives a method of characterizing a

Hammer topology by means of a class of closed sets. The

characterization by means of a class of open sets is
in the following theorem which is the dual of theorem :2.



Let K be a class of ubs

Nes X C Y,

The function hX is a closure funct

Each subset XEK is evidently h -closed and each closed

set of (M,h) is by definition expressed as the inter

section of members of K.

f the class H of subsets of M defined by

theorem 5:2 contains the empty set or if the class G of

subsets of M defined by theorem 5:3 contains the uni-

verse, then the resulting topology is a Frechet (V) space

in each case. A Frechet (v) space results from the class

K of subsets of M defined by theorem 5:4 if and

the intersection of the members of K is empty.

The 1.. p. e. Function

The class of sets which are g-images(for an 1,411.41,

function g) of subsets of a universe is generally much

more complicated than the class of closed sets. Conse-

quently, the converse problem of defining an i p.e. func-

tion g in terms of its range is more intricate.
Suppose that F is the class of closed sets of a

topology (M,h) and suppose that H is a class of sub-
sets with the following properties:



cluded in
hi and

proper

(i) FCH

ii) If xdl, XCII, X C: X anda

then there exists

subset 'VLF such that

X CYCX
3. 2

The intersection of any subclass

of H is a member of

For such a class H of subs

can be defined on M so that (

(b)
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s an .p.e. function
its range is

function

g*

subset X C M, gX C:g*X.

To define this function w

is the smallest i.p.e function with

and (b). By smallest we mean that if

such i.p.e function then for each

for sch subset X C M. Then we let

X )1( jX;

if X ix.

The properties of

theorem.

its associated closure



unction on

topological system.
If g* is any other i.p.e. function whose closure func4'..

tion is h and whose range is in Ho then for each

subset X C:4111 gX C:g*X. The g -closing order of any

subset of U is at most two.

Proof: That X is included in gX for each subset

adect result of the definition of g.

X and Y be subsets of M where X c:Y. If Y
then

Thus in al
remains.

gX C hX C hY

that jX CZ C: Y (property (ii)) Thus

gX = 11X C Z C j?

X i jX and Y jY, then

jX C jY

the inclusion

If Y # jY, and X jX, then gX hX. Since X C Yo

the inclusion jX C jY is a proper inclusion. But

jXcH and jYcH. Therefore there is a sot



since for each X C M gX C hX,

The i.p.e. function g is h -equivalent to h

= h(jX)

This also shows that the gclosing ord
X is at most two.

Suppose that an isp.s. function such that
(Moh.g*) is a Hammer topological system and the range

of g* is included in H. If, for some subset X(=

g*X C: gX and g*X #r gX, then by property (ii) of the
class of sets H there is a closed set Z such that

g*TX C Z C gX But since X C g*X this means that
gX(= gZ *1. Hence gX is closed. In turn, this
plies that XtH. By property (ii) of he Class

closed set W must exist such that XC WC: g*X.

then follows that

gx c bx c c g*w c g w.

But this is a contradiction.
Since the class of sets F itsel

conditions for the set H it is v dent that th
g -closing order of any subset of M need not be two.
subset X is assured of a g -closing order of precisely
two if and only if jX X F and X #r ix.

The definition of an i,p.e. function g which is



'oliows
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h-equivalent to h ended by dinary induction

to yield a function which closes subset of in

most n iterations for any natural number n. Such a

definition is dependent on the existence of classes

Let H be the class of closed sets. Having do

H have the following properties.

(

(ii) If X cH c: X and X #' X
*

then there is an X cH where < j, the

least integer such that X cHj and where

X c: X C: X

any subclass of

sets H HaP

fin

i) The intersection o

member

Letting in

defined inductively as

Hn*

YI YtH X C



been found.

If a class of subsets
an i.p.e. function g which is h-equivalen

is of arbitrary closing order, then H

rather complicated conditions. The following theorem

lists these conditions.

function g which is h -equivalent to

(i) For each subset X c: M

Nn of sets ofg(i)
11( 1)

to zero.
is an ordinal

is the range of an i

satisfy

Theorem 5:6 Let (M,h) be a given topology. Then a

class H of subsets of
h if and only if

exactly one nest

Ls associated where

e.

the 5:5 that gn is an .p.e. function

h -equivalent to the given closure function h and has

its range in H. Furthermore, it is the smallest i.p
function with these properties. The gm-closing order of

any subset X C:M is at most n of course. No general

method of construction of the class Hn for n has



Ign)

range of g

Property

(iii) For each X c H, X

of at least one subset of

such a class H exist

(n

then X C gX directly from property
Xi C Xj C M then gXi C gXj by pro (ii

g is h equivalent to h follows from property

enc. that(iii) gives

precisely H.

is a Hammer system then let Nn = g9X for

and for each ordinal 11(q) = where

g closing order of X

Indeed and

where ( hfg)is an I.P.e. fun tion on

the

fo each ordin



property (ii
Although this theorem gives a set of conditions

which a class of sets must satisfy to become the range of
an i.p.e. function g so that the topology is unchanged.
t appears to give little aid in the actual selection or

construction of such a class of sets. No general direct
method for the construction of such a class of sets has
been found. In fact the very complex nature of the el
of g -images discourages working directly with them.

suits are obtained in a much less complex manner by

working with classes

may be defined These limit functions are such that the
i.p e function which result are h -equivalent to h.

such method is now considered.

Suppose that (M h) is a
K is a given class of subsets of
dared. For each subset X cm lot p(x) be the sub -

class of all ets YeK such that

the inclusion p opertie
If X C:Xj CM, then

If p(X) is non-empty, then as a cla

of subsets from which limit functions

(y (hx-x)) e



sets it possesses a member which is least in the orde
ing. Let Y(X) be the intersection of this set and
hX-*X. If p(X) is empty and X is not closed let
Y(X) hX.. X.

Let the class C consist of all
which are not closed (h closed) in

L is defined for each XeC as fX Y(X)

show that f is a limit function whose
is precisely that of the given topology

Theorem 5:7 Let (M.h) be a Hammer topology an

K be an arbitrary class of subsets of 14 which

ordered. If : C to
is a limit function and
tern where g

and h is the given closure function.

P qf Since fX C hX X and fX yi 6 for each
$ a limit function. Let g be the associated 1.p....

function of f and let h* be the associated
function of g. For a subset X C M

But for each Y C X, ff C hY C hX. Thus

Since X
h*X C hX.

is an arbitrary subset we conclud



there
X pi gX. Thus for a sufficiently large ordinal X,

glXix, Hence h*x= hX for each X C

proof complete.
Combining the results of the last few theorems it

seen that a Hammer topology may be completely de

nod by a given class of subsets one of which

where the class is taken to be a base
topology an i.p.e. function g and a

may be defined so that a Hemmer system
be done either by selecting a c
be the range of an i.p e. function o in a much *as

manner, by selecting a class of subsets which are to
used to define the limit function.

For illustrat on let M be the et of all real
numbers. Let be the class of subs which are

compliments of open intervals. Then p is akin

a base for the closed sets the resulting Hammer topology

(M,h) is merely the usual topology of the real numbers
Now let be the lass of subsets o which

cons ts of al ingle element subsets. Assume a well

ordering for Then if X = (a b),
according o their relative position in the rdering.

If fX = then g(a b) = [a,b). Then f(a1b) = by

the other hand, if X not h-close

a Y(X) defined $o that

and the

For this given
unction

results This may

ass of subsets which will



so that g(a,b) (a,b] Such open in

g -closing order of two
If X is the set of all irrationa

g -closing order of X is at least 0, the
finite ordinal and is at most less than
uncountable ordinal. The closure of

spice of course.
Finally X is the set of

then the g -closing order of X is at least
all irrationals are included in the h -closure of X.
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